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In the domain of internet marketing, different changes can be noticed in terms of technology,
techniques, way of working, leaders and so on. From giving structure to the site to complete SEO
activities, the professional internet marketing companies have been making useful efforts to help
search engines discover pages.

Through this article, weâ€™ll come to know about some of the most essential SEO Vancouver factors
which leading firms come with. Such factors are as follows:

Usage of keywords in Title Tag

Keyword in the title tag is the first thing which is to be seen. This is actually the first place noticed by
visitors and search engines while reading the website. Considering this, the professionals try each
page of the website to have own unique Title. And the keywords used in the title are used
throughout the content found on the page. This is all due to unique title tags that enable others to
add the sites in favorites and bookmark list.

Anchor text

Another useful factor is the anchor text of inbound link. Anchor text can also be referred as the
visible text that appears for link. Take example of any site, if any site is about offering SEO services,
then the ideal anchor text will be the high search engine rankings. And that link suggests to the
search engines that the linked website is about SEO services. Overtime, with the increase of links,
the SEO Vancouver gets effective results in raking clientsâ€™ business higher over search engines for
the search of SEO services.

Age of website

Age of domain and websites reflects the longevity and therefore high relevancy of websites on
Google. Considering this factor, professional Search Engine Optimization firms focus on adding
great content to websites, growth of backlinks, etc. Google identifies the relevancy of websites by
analyzing from how long the site has been in promotion and the time when content was updated last.

Global Link Popularity of Site

The factor of global link popularity of site is identified by Google by noting down the more quality
links any site receives from external sites. You can say that the external link to the website helps in
enhancing confidence for the site. Adding to it, higher quality site is the site that receives links from
sites belonging to the same domain.

Thus, with these four useful factors, SEO Vancouver has been helping different sized online
businesses to grow, flourish and become successful in respective domains.
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Nirvana Canada with highly knowledgeable a SEO Vancouver professionals, expertise and wide
experience serving the individuals with results-oriented a internet marketing services in Vancouver,
BC.
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